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Introduction: The rate of oxidant supply to       

Europa’s interior ocean is a key constraint on its redox          
balance and hence its habitability [1]. Current       
estimates of the oxidant flux into the ocean range from          
3×108 to 3×1011 moles/yr [1]. This broad range of         
possible oxidant fluxes, leaves open many scenarios       
for Europa's present day redox budget: for the low         
estimates life might be limited by oxidant supply [2];         
for the high estimates oxidant delivery may overwhelm        
the available reductants, acidify the ocean and render it         
inhabitable [3].  

Currently it is not clear how oxidants that are         
produced on Europa's surface by irradiation [4] are        
transported through the ice shell into the ocean and         
estimates cited above are simply based on the mean         
surface age [5]. It is therefore important to develop         
process-based estimates of oxidant fluxes through      
Europa's ice shell. The possibility of subducting the        
oxygenated surface into a convecting ice shell has        
received the most attention as a transport mechanism.        
However, we currently only have evidence for the        
subduction of 20,000 km2 of Europa's surface in the         
last ~100 Ma [6]. It is therefore unclear if subduction          
currently provides a significant oxidant flux. 

Brine drainage from chaotic terrains: Here we       
investigate a different process, the transport of       
oxidants by the downward migration of dense brines        
formed by partial melting of the ice near the surface.          
This is motivated by significant observational evidence       
for the formation of large quantities of near-surface        
melting during the formation of chaotic terrains that        
cover a quarter of Europa's surface [7]. The        
accumulation of impurities near the surface allows       
melting in the top 3 km of the ice shell and the            
entrainment of oxidants present at depth up to 300 m.          
Even if just a small fraction of these brines drain          
through the ice shell into the ocean, this process will          
dominate the oxidant delivery in comparison to       
subduction. 

Brine transport in porosity waves: Due to the        
ductile nature of partially molten ice, brine percolation        
likely leads to the formation of porosity waves that         
transport oxidants in their center [8,9]. Figure 1        
explores the size, velocity, and volume of these        
porosity waves, based on semi-analytic solutions      
[8,10]. Our calculations indicate that the waves are        
approximately 1 km in diameter, travel with velocities        
of 1 m yr-1 or faster, and can transport between 103 and  

 
Figure 1: Properties of 2D porosity waves with ice viscosity          
1015 Pa s, modified from [8]. Left panel shows regime          
diagram for porosity waves. Diagonal band shows possible        
combinations for wave diameter and velocity. Colorful lines        
indicate different background porosities (10-4 = yellow, 10-3 =         
red, 10-2 = blue). Right panel shows 2D volumes transported          
by porosity waves of unit thickness for different background         
porosities. 
 
106 m3 of brine. This suggests the drainage of a chaotic           
terrain would give rise to a large number of fast          
moving porosity waves that could transport oxidants       
quickly and efficiently, assuming oxidants are      
incorporated into the waves efficiently [9]. 

Discussion:   An important assumption in our work 
is the non-zero permeability of the ice shell beneath the          
region of surface melting. In this case, at least partial          
drainage of near-surface melt is inevitable. However,       
the zone of partial melting may be underlain by solid          
ice, due to a decrease of impurities with depth [11]. In           
this case it is not clear if the near surface brine can            
penetrate through the solid ice or if it will pond and           
refreeze in place. Processes that may allow the brine to          
penetrate solid ice include: capillary forces, transfer of        
latent heat, and solid state convection. To understand        
the effectiveness of oxidant transport by brine       
percolation, it will be essential to determine the        
conditions under which the drainage of near-surface       
melt through a layer of solid ice is possible. 
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